Abstract-Proxy technology is commonly used a t boundaries of ISPs (Internet Service Providers) to reduce the bandwidth requirement in the backbone WAN. By caching portions of a video in a video proxy closed to clients, the video playback quality can be dramatically improved and the problem of insufficient WAN bandwidth is eliminated. In the loss-less nehvork environment, the OC (Optimal Cache) algorithm uses minimum cache storage in the video proxy and reduces the maximum bandwidth required in the backbone WAN. However, data packets may be lost to affect video playback quality while streaming video data through the Internet. Consider an MPEG video in which an I-frame is referenced by all other frames (Bor P-frames) in the same GOP (Group of Picture). Losing packets belonging to an I-frame makes it difficult to decode all of subsequent frames retrieved from the same GOP. The major goal of this paper is to select maximum video data from highpriority frames (I-frames) caching in the video proxy in order to defeat decoding error caused by packet loss and improve error recovery while serving QoSguaranteed video playback. We propose a novel PSC (Priority Selected Cache) algorithm for solving this cache data selection problem. The PSC algorithm uses minimum cache storage in the video proxy and reduces maximum bandwidth requirement in the backbone WAN (as does the OC algorithm). Additionally, experiment results with several benchmark videos show that the PSC algorithm is 15% better than the conventional OC algorithm a t caching I-frame data in a video proxy.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Due to advances in broadband technology, streaming services over the Internet have gained in popularity. Multimedia applications, such as digital library, video on demand and distance learning, require video streaming services to provide a more attractive and effective presentation. At present, various commercial products exist, including those from Microsofl Media, Real Media and Apple QuickTime technologies. The majority of these streaming products usually provide on-demand streaming services of poorquality video content. However, with the rapid growth of streaming services, customers are becoming more and more sensitive to video playback quality. Poor-quality video content (with low bit rate) and small screen display have left current customers unsatisfied.
Because of high bandwidth requirement, a high-quality video is usually stored and streamed in a compressed format. Therefore, a compressed video naturally has the variable bit rate (VBR) property and its peak hit rate is generally much larger than its average bit rate, as shown in Table 2 . Due to the burst nature of compressed video, it is a challenge to provide QoS-guaranteed video streaming services. Moreover, this problem is more complicated while streaming video data through the Internet.
Currently, Internet architecture is generally heterogeneous and consists of many Internet service providers (ISPs) as shown in Fig. 1 . These ISPs interconnect through a backbone WAN owned by the third party. Each client accesses the Internet through an ISP via the access network. Typical examples of access networks include HFC, XDSL, ISDN, or LAN. Because the backbone WAN is shared hy a large number of clients, network transmission quality is difficult to guarantee. Hence it is generally more costly to deliver data across the backbone WAN than across the access network.
-:
ProrY-to-Client In a video streaming system, a large amount of video data is archived in the video server for on-demand services. The total amount of video data in the video server usually attains to a high Terabytes level. However, the CC algorithm usually caches too much video data and a large amount of storage space needs to he allocated in the video proxy. Therefore, we propose an OC (Optimal Cache) algorithm with linear time complexity [I] (O(n), where n is the total frame number) to handle video staging. Subject to resource constraints (startup latency, client buffer size and allocated WAN bandwidth), the OC algorithm caches minimum video data in the video proxy and provides QoS-guaranteed video playback. In contrast, if the same size of storage to cache the video is allocated in the video proxy, the streaming schedule of video server (computed by the OC algorithm) reduces the maximum external WAN bandwidth requirement.
If network delivery over the backbone WAN is loss-less, the OC algorithm is the most cost-effective design to provide video streaming services for QoS-guaranteed video playback. However, data packets may be lost to affect the video playback quality while streaming video data through the Internet. Furthermore, the importance of each frame in a compressed video (e.g., MPEG video) differs. Consider an MPEG video in which an I-frame is referenced by all other frames in the same GOP (Group of Picture). Losing packets belonging to an I-frame makes it difficult to decode all of subsequent frames (B-or P-frames) retrieved from the same GOP. Therefore, video playback quality will degrade even faster due to heavy packet loss.
In this paper, we establish that I-frames are more important than other kinds of frames in a compressed video and must he given the highest-priority for caching. We propose a novel PSC (Prioriq Selected Cache) algorithm to solve this priority data selection problem. This algorithm uses the minimum amount of cache storage in the video proxy and reduces maximum bandwidth requirement in the backbone WAN (as does the OC algorithm). Furthermore, it determines a video pre-caching subset such that the total amount of Iframe cache data is maximal, subject to the minimum cache storage requirement. Experiment results with testing on several benchmark videos show that our proposed PSC algorithm improves the ratio of I-frame data cached in the video proxy by over 15% more than the conventional OC algorithm, a significant improvement.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related works and problem formulations are described in section 11.
Our proposed algorithm is presented in section 111. Analysis and simulation results are presented in section IV. Finally, we state the conclusion in section V.
PROBLEM FORMULATIONS AND RELATED WORKS
For clarification of the problem and the proposed algorithm, we state the following definitions. Video content V consists of a sequence of video frames ~f; > o I o < i < n. ,f, = 01, where f, is the size of the i -t h video frame, and n is the total number of video frames. When this video Vis requested each video frame f; is sequentially streamed to the client for playback. Additionally, the size of video V is denoted by In the Internet delivery service, the loss rate is much higher in the backbone WAN (from server to proxy) than in the local access network (from proxy to client). Therefore, we assume that the data loss rate in the access network is zero and the data loss rate in the backbone WAN is defined by o < e(.,,) < 1 . In this paper, we rough measure the playback quality by using the equation Q= [ I -e(rwAv)] (+ -E) + E. 1 4 Increasing the value of F ( t h e ratio of I-frame data cached Let s = (r< I o 5 i < in the video proxy) decreases the probability of a video decoding error and thus increases video playback quality. It is not diffidt to extend this rough measurement function to consider different error control schemes. Finally, we defme this problem on the priori@ cache data selection of a video as follows:
Problem: Given a video, to determine apre-caching subset C, such that the cache I-j?ame data ICI, is maximum, subject to the minimum cache data ICI, while startup latency, client buffer size, ond ollocoted WAN bandwidth remain constont.
A. Cut-of Cache (CC) Algorithm
The CC algorithm sequentially compares each video frame with the given cut-off rate (the allocated WAN bandwidth,
[2]. If an entire frame cannot he transmitted by this cutoff rate in a frame period (the duration of each frame playback), the CC algorithm cuts the frame and stores the excessive portion of this frame in the video proxy, as shown in Fig. Z(a) . The peak WAN bandwidth requirement is reduced from m m l f ; / T } to rwm, because part of a video is accessed from the nearby video proxy
B. Optimal Cache (OC) Algorithm
The main idea hehind the OC algorithm is to use unutilized WAN bandwidth from the CC algorithm to pre-fetch the subsequent video data, as shown in Fig. 2 @) . The detail elaboration of the OC algorithm is stated in [ 11. &he in h e (.I (b) unutilized WAN bandwidth to pre-fetch the subsequent video data. 
In. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS

A. Priori@ Selected Cache (PSC) Algorithm
In the OC algorithm, portion of a video frame is cached without consideration of the M e ' s priority. Therefore, the OC algorithm may store a large number of low-priority frame data (B-or P-kames) in the video proxy. Once packet loss occurs in I-frames, low-priority data cached in the video proxy will not he correctly decoded. We propose a PSC algorithm to solve this shortcoming in the OC algorithm. The PSC algorithm selects the maximum amount of the I-frame video data cached in the video proxy, subject to minimum cache storage (same as the OC algorithm).
The main function of the PSC algorithm is to exchange the cached data from a low-priority frame with video data from a high-priority frame (I-frame). A simple example is presented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 to illustrate this process of exchanging cached data. When the buffer underflow occurs at the time instance t, , we should cache the video data ( f , ( c i ) , with the size ci) in the video proxy for QoS-guaranteed video playback, as shown in Fig. 3 . Because frame i is not an I-frame, the PSC algorithm backtracks to search for~an I-frame (frame k) from previous frames and caches the video data, f k ( c j ) , in the This exchanging process is not trivial and two tricky situations need to he considered. (1) Is the un-cached data of selected I-frame (in frame k) large enough for cache data exchanging (in frame i)? (2) Does buffer overflow occur while exchanging cache data?
= f, -ck represent the size of the remaining video data in frame k to be cached in the video proxy. Without occurring buffer overflow, the available client buffer used for retrieving cached data from the video proxy at time instance x=mh{A,, V,, c.) .
B. A Fast Priorify Selected Cache (F-PSC) Algorithm
The drawback of PSC algorithm is frequently backtracking to find the closest I-frame and compute the smallest available client huffer. This will cause the PSC algorithm requiring 
IV. SIMULATIONRESULTS
Section N presents the simulation results of tests used to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed PSC algorithm and compares its performance with previous methods. We test the PSC algorithm, conventional OC and CC algorithms by using several benchmark videos [Ill. Encoding parameters of benchmark videos and parameters used in our experiments are described in Table 1 . Statistics of these four video streams used in our experiments are presented in Table 2 . Experiment results are evaluated according to four performance indices as follows: 
A. Proxy Cache Storage Requirements
To increase system scalability in the installation of video proxies, the cache storage allocated for serving each video must be precisely controlled. The PSC algorithm caches minimum video data in the video proxy (as does the OC algorithm). Experiments on these benchmark videos show that our PSC algorithm on average reduces the cache storage requirement in the video proxy by over 30% more than the CC algorithm, if these benchmark videos are streamed using their average bit rate, as shown in Fig. 7 . 
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C. WAN Bandwidth Requirements
In Fig. 9 , we present the WAN bandwidth requirement computed by the PSC, OC and CC algorithms when the cache storage space increases in the video proxy. Simulation results show that the PSC algorithm reduces the allocated WAN bandwidth requirement by more than 50% on average (as does the OC algorithm), when the cached data of a video is less than 20%.
D. Percentage of Cached I-frame Video
The cache priority of I-frames is set higher than other hmes, the PSC algorithm can efficiently select maximum video data belonging to high-priority Bames and cache them in the video proxy so as to minimize packet loss and improve error recovery. Because the CC algorithm requires too much cache storage, we only test the cached I-frame video computed by the PSC and OC algorithms. Experiments on these benchmark videos show that the PSC algorithm on average improves the ratio of I-kame video cached in video proxy by over 15% more than the conventional OC algorithm, as shown in Fig. 10 . 
V. CONCLUSIONS
With advances in broadband technology, video streaming services over the Internet have gained in popularity. The majority of current commercial products in the streaming category usually provide either poor-quality video streaming over Internet or high-quality video streaming over LAN. Because of the insufficient bandwidth, it is difficult for service providers to stream high-quality videos across the Internet. By caching portions of a video in a video proxy closed to clients, the video content can he streamed across the WAN with CBR (constant-hit-rate) services. The CC algorithm is a good design at selecting the cached data of a video content. However, the CC algorithm usually caches too much video data in the video proxy. This requires a large amount of storage space in the video proxy. On the other hand, the OC algorithm caches the minimum amount of video data in the video proxy for QoS-guaranteed video playback. In the loss-less network environment, the OC algorithm is the most cost-effective approach to minimizing cache storage in the video proxy and bandwidth requirement in the backbone WAN. However, data packets m y he lost to affect video playback quality while delivering video data through the Internet. When consider a compressed video, losing packets from a high-priority h m e makes it difficult to decode all of subsequent frames. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a novel approach, called the PSC algorithm, to select the maximum video data from high-priority frames caching in the video proxy to defeat decoding error caused by packet loss while serving QoS-guaranteed video playback. From the experiment results, we show that the PSC algorithm uses minimum cache storage in the video proxy and reduces maximum bandwidth required in the backbone WAN (as does the OC algorithm). Additionally, the PSC algorithm also improves the ratio of I-Bame data cached in video proxy by over 15% more than the conventional OC algorithm, a significant improvement.
